To: X3T9.2 SCSI Committee  
c/o James Semanak, AT&T Systems  
1100 East Warrenville Road  
Naperville, IL 60566

From: Elen Hunt, Hewlett-Packard

Date: March 25, 1987

Subject: Reword of section 9.1.8, page 9-15 of Draft 0

Below is a proposed change to a paragraph in the SPACE command section, as per an action item I received at the Phoenix working group meeting in March. The original paragraph is shown first followed by the proposed clarification of the wording.

ORIGINAL:
"When spacing to logical end-of-data (as defined in page code 10h of the MODE SENSE (see 9.14.5)), the count field is ignored. Forward movement shall occur until the logical unit encounters logical end-of-data as defined by the sequential-access device. Some sequential-access devices define logical end-of-data as an erased area on the medium; however, other definitions are not precluded. Targets that implement this function shall leave the logical position located such that a subsequent WRITE command would append data to the last recorded information on the medium."

ALTERNATIVE:
When spacing to logical end-of-data (as defined in page code 10h of the MODE SENSE (see 9.14.5)), the count field is ignored. Forward movement shall occur until the logical unit encounters logical end-of-data as currently defined in the sequential-access device. [Sentence deleted] Targets that implement this function shall leave the logical position located such that a subsequent WRITE or WRITE FILEMARKS command would overwrite the logical end-of-data.